The accurate estimation of future network traffic is a key enabler for early warning of network degradation and automated orchestration of network resources. The long short-term memory neural network (LSTM) is a popular architecture for network traffic forecasting, and has been successfully used in many applications. However, it has been observed that LSTMs suffer from limited memory capacity problems when the sequence is long. In this paper, we propose a gated dilated causal convolution based encoder-decoder (GDCC-ED) model for network traffic forecasting. The GDCC-ED learns a vector representation in the encoder from historical network traffic series, in which gated dilated causal convolutions are adopted to expand the long-range memory capacity. Moreover, different types of features in various perspectives, including temporal-independent and temporal-related features, are incorporated. In the decoder, the GDCC-ED exploits an RNN with LSTM units to map the vector representation back to a variable-length target sequence. Besides, a sequence data augmentation technique is designed to solve the problem of data scarcity. Experimental results demonstrate that our model achieves superior performance than state-of-theart algorithms by 11.6%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the popularity of smart devices and diverse applications, the demand of network traffic has grown rapidly around the world. There are many types of network traffic, which can be bandwidth-related or the number of visits to servers, websites and other Internet services. According to the latest Cisco Visual Networking Index (VNI) technical report [1] , annual global IP traffic will reach 4.8 ZB per year by 2022, with busy hour internet traffic increasing by a factor of 4.8 between 2017 and 2022. The growing diversity and complexity of network traffic has made monitoring and managing the multitude of network elements intractable. To provide stable Internet service with guaranteed quality of service (QoS), forecasting network traffic becomes significant for both service and infrastructure providers. For example, with the help of accurate prediction of network traffic demands, traffic jams can be The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qiang Lai . avoided by pulling partial traffic demands away from busy cells to free ones. Therefore, integrating versatile machine intelligence into future network traffic forecasting is drawing extensive research interest [2] - [5] .
For the problem of traffic demand forecasting, some researchers have taken efforts [6] - [9] to improve the performance. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), support vector regression (SVR) and other heuristic algorithms are the most widely used methods in these works. However, ARIMA fails to capture the rapid traffic variation since it relies on the mean value of historical data. In addition, ARIMA cannot model the nonlinear relationship in a real system. Although K-NN and SVR can model the nonlinear relationship, it requires well-tuned key parameters to achieve accurate prediction results. Even in capturing temporal characteristics, existing traditional methods are limited to keeping short memory due to limited parameters and inefficiency of computing, while such long-range memory could be useful in practice. VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ These observations encourage us to explore more powerful modeling tools to capture and characterize them. With the development of artificial intelligence, researchers began to forecast network traffic based on deep learning. As a kind of specially designed neural network, the recurrent neural network (RNN) has been widely used to model complicated nonlinear sequence patterns, which provides promising results in many fields. These include, but are not limited to, speech recognition, image caption and natural language processing [10] . Due to the potential gradient vanishing and exploding risk of general RNN, LSTMs [11] and GRUs [12] are proposed in these tasks instead. Another advantage is that they are good at importing discrete factors into the model by directly encoding them as vectors. Hence, the RNN-based neural networks are regarded as promising tools to model complicated traffic time series. Other works [13] - [18] utilize both the spatio and temporal dependencies of network traffic between different services or adjacent base stations. However, these studies require raw data with spatio-temporal properties, otherwise these models become invalid.
To address the above-mentioned challenges, in this paper, we propose a gated dilated causal convolution based encoderdecoder (GDCC-ED) model for network traffic forecasting. In the encoder, GDCC-ED enhances the long-range memory capacity by gated dilated causal convolutions without increasing the number of model parameters, in order to learn a vector representation of the input sequence. Afterwards, different types of features in various perspectives, including temporalindependent and temporal-related features, are fused with the vector representation. In the decoder, GDCC-ED applies an RNN with LSTM units to map the fused vector representation back to a variable-length target sequence. In this paper, we focus on the prediction of the number of visits to websites. The main contributions of our paper are summarized as follows:
• Investigating different types of features from various perspectives for network traffic forecasting, including temporal-independent and temporal-related features.
• Proposing a gated dilated causal convolution based encoder-decoder (GDCC-ED) model for network traffic forecasting. In the encoder, gated dilated causal convolutions are adopted to increase the receptive field of the higher layers to incorporate more contextual information.
• Finding that in terms of network traffic series, simply using lagged inputs is better than using complex attention mechanisms due to the obvious autocorrelation of time series data. Furthermore, for categorical variables, entity embedding performs better than one-hot encoding by mapping similar values close to each other in the Euclidean space, revealing the intrinsic properties of the categorical variables.
• A sequence data augmentation technique is designed to solve the problem of data scarcity by randomly selecting the starting point of each time series for each step, producing an endless non-repeating stream of data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related literatures. Section III presents the proposed model for network traffic forecasting. Section IV gives the evaluation of our proposed model compared with the state-of-the-art models. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Network traffic forecasting is an active research area that has received a considerable amount of attention in the literature. Many studies have been done on network traffic forecasting with traditional linear models, such as the autoregressive moving average model (ARMA) and the autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA). These two algorithms are typical linear time series models. The ARMA is usually used for linear and stationary time series, while the ARIMA can be used for non-stationary data whose differencing step is stationary. Authors in [6] and [7] used the ARMA to forecast the network traffic, which can make the file transfers more efficient. The ARMA is applied to capture the traffic patterns and forecast the network in [7] , which can help Internet service providers (ISP) to improve the overall traffic across their network. In [8] , the traffic data for a certain mobile network operator in a province is studied and predicted by the seasonal ARIMA, which shows satisfactory forecasting precision. Facebook proposed a time series forecasting model called Prophet [9] , which is a procedure for forecasting time series data based on an additive model where non-linear trends are fit with yearly, weekly, and daily seasonality, plus holiday effects. It works best with time series that have strong seasonal effects. In practice, forecasting problems are far more complex. Inputs involve multiple covariates such as dynamic historical features, static attributes for each series and known future events. Series often have long term dependency such as yearly seasonality pattern, with nonlinear relationships between inputs and outputs. These models have not dealt with these issues. Another obvious problem is that they can only make predictions for a single time series, failing to model all time series with an universal model.
Since time series methods are classical linear models, which may not suitable for dealing with the stochastic and nonlinear nature of traffic flow, researchers have paid much attention to non-parametric methods in the traffic flow forecasting field. Nonlinear models are typically used for data with characteristics such as temporal variance and asymmetric cycles. Several machine learning models and heuristic algorithms are adopted for these purposes. Authors in [19] presented a dynamic multi-interval traffic volume prediction model, based on the k-nearest neighbor (K-NN) regression. A nonlinear prediction algorithm based on a relevant local LSSVM (Least Squares Support Vector Machine) regression model is proposed in [20] to predict small scale network traffic. A prediction method based on RBF neural network is put forward in [21] and an improved artificial bee colony algorithm is used to train the RBF neural network. Similarly, authors in [22] and [23] use improved gravitation search algorithm and particle swarm optimization algorithm respectively to optimize the RBF network for lower prediction error.
With the development of artificial intelligence, there has been an increasing interest in using neural networks to model and forecast network traffic. The inherently nonlinear structure of neural networks is particularly useful for capturing the complex underlying relationship in real-world problems. In addition to the nonlinear modeling capability, neural networks are data-driven methods that do not require many restrictive assumptions on the underlying stochastic process from which data are generated. Authors in [24] applied GRU model and the interactive temporal recurrent convolution network (ITRCN) to single-service traffic prediction and interactive network traffic prediction, respectively. Within the ITRCN model, the convolution neural network (CNN) part learns network traffic as images to capture the networkwide services' correlations. Researchers in [25] proposed a deep stacked bidirectional and unibidirectional LSTM (SBU-LSTM) neural network, which considered both forward and backward dependencies. An LSTM encoderdecoder model with temporal attention mechanism for multistep forward traffic flow prediction is proposed in [26] to learn the long dependencies features and nonlinear characteristics of multivariate traffic flow related time series data.
There are also some studies considering the spatiotemporal dependencies for network traffic forecasting. For instance, the study [13] designs an end-to-end structure of ST-ResNet based on unique properties of spatio-temporal data. The work in [14] presents an end-to-end deep learning method with Conv-LSTM module and Bi-LSTM module for short-term traffic flow prediction by fully integrating the temporal and spatial characteristics of traffic flow information. DCRNN [15] applies bidirectional graph random walk to model spatial dependency, which integrates the encoder-decoder architecture and the scheduled sampling technique to improve the performance for long-term forecasting. STGCN [16] formulates traffic forecast problem on graphs and utilizes CNNs over graph structured traffic data to effectively capture spatio-temporal correlations. HMDLF [27] exploits multimodal learning by features fusion, which considers the spatial-temporal interdependence of multimodality traffic data. However, these studies require raw data with spatio-temporal properties. Therefore, they are not suitable for our problem where only temporal information is provided.
In recent years, RNN-based neural networks are the most widely used models in network traffic forecasting. Although from a theoretical point of view, recurrent architectures claim to capture an infinitely long history, the sequence dependencies that can be captured in reality are limited. To address the aforementioned issues, in this paper, we propose a gated dilated causal convolution based encoderdecoder (GDCC-ED) model for network traffic forecasting. We enhance the encoder-decoder architecture by adopting gated dilated causal convolutions in the encoder to expand the long-range memory capacity. Besides, two new types of network traffic features in different perspectives are considered, including the temporal-related and temporalindependent features. In the decoder, the GDCC-ED exploits an RNN with LSTM units to map the vector representation back to a variable-length target sequence.
III. GATED DILATED CAUSAL CONVOLUTION BASED ENCODER-DECODER (GDCC-ED)
Firstly, the problem formulation for network traffic forecasting is presented in Section IV-A. Then, the dataset and feature generation process are described in Section IV-B. Finally, the proposed GDCC-ED model is illustrated from Section IV-C to Section IV-F.
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before defining the model architecture, we first present the formulation of the network traffic prediction. Generally, network traffic forecasting can be classified as a sequence prediction task. The key constraint is that the output at time t depends only on data before t, in order to prevent data leakage.
Given an input sequence x 1 , . . . , x T and the corresponding output sequence y 1 , . . . , y T whose length T may differ from T , the goal is to seek a function f : X T → Y T that produces the mapping below to maximize the conditional probability of the target sequence given a source sequence p(y 1 , . . . , y T | x 1 , . . . , x T ):
The training objective is the minimization of specific cost function between the predictions and the ground truth with respect to the parameters of the mapping function:
where F denotes the hypothesis space, N denotes the number of samples, L represents the loss function that quantifies the error between the given target value y i and the predicted value f (x i ). J (f ) stands for the regularization item, which generally refers to model complexity. λ denotes the regularization parameter, which is a control on the fitting parameters. As the magnitudes of the fitting parameters increase, there will be an increasing penalty on the cost function to alleviate overfitting.
B. DATASET AND FEATURE GENERATION
The dataset used in this paper is Google's Web Traffic Time Series consisting of approximately 145,000 Wikipedia pages. Each series contains a sequence of daily views for the corresponding page, starting from July 1st, 2015 to December 31th, 2016 as well as metadata such as the type of traffic that this time series represents (all, mobile, desktop, spider). The data has been preprocessed in the following two steps. Firstly, all missing values are filled with zero. Secondly, logarithmic transformation is done on all data due to outliers to get normal intra-series values distribution, instead of skewed one. To better assist the prediction, in addition to the raw traffic data, two new types of network traffic features in different perspectives are considered, including the temporal-related and temporal-independent features. Details are illustrated as follows, which is crucial for designing the network traffic forecasting model.
1) TEMPORAL-RELATED FEATURES
• Year-to-year and quarter-to-quarter autocorrelation (ACF) coefficient. Autocorrelation analysis describes the correlation between observations as a function of the time lag, which is in the range of [-1,1]. We randomly selected a subset from the dataset to intuitively analyze whether each sequence in the dataset has a certain autocorrelation. The different colored lines in Figure 1 represent different sequence in the subset. The corresponding horizontal axis coordinate for the year and quarter are 90 and 180, respectively. The corresponding autocorrelation coefficients near these two coordinate points are relatively high, therefore we observe that the data in the dataset has a certain yearly and quarterly correlation.
• Lagged data points. Taking into account long-term seasonality, there are two important points in a distant past: 1) year ago, 2) quarter ago. The input sequence is encoded by another LSTM encoder-decoder model. The encoder outputs of current day minus 365 and current day minus 90 are fed into a fully connected layer to reduce the dimensions. Finally, they are added to the feature space.
• Various time scale views. Due to the outliers, medians are chosen to get a relevantly stable statistic for each time series. Intuitively, medians of different periods can capture distinct patterns for network traffic series. In the implementation, median of values in previous week is used to evaluated the most recent views; medians of values in previous 3 weeks, 9 weeks (which are 63 days, close to the 60-day range for our forecasting purpose), 1 year grouped by weekday respectively are used to capture the weekly patterns from a short to long term. is able to perceive traffic scale. This information will be lost after logarithmic transformation and normalization, therefore, it needs to be explicitly added to the feature space.
• Categorical auxiliary variables. For example, agent, country, site and etc. These features are extracted from page URLs and entity embedding encoded. Entity embedding has been shown to work successfully when fitting neural networks on structured data [28] , which maps categorical variables in a function approximation problem into Euclidean spaces. The mapping is learned by a neural network via the standard supervised training process. Take the language variable as an example, Figure 2 gives the network traffic in different languages, which shows that categorical variables also have discriminative ability for network traffic forecasting.
C. ARCHITECTURE OF GDCC-ED
Our proposed GDCC-ED model applies the encoder-decoder architecture, as shown in Figure 3 . GDCC-ED consists of two main components. (1) Encoder for modeling long-range temporal dependencies, where a gated dilated causal convolution is devised. (2) Decoder for multi-step network traffic forecasting. As can be seen from Figure 3 , in addition to the output of the encoder, the features employed by the proposed model include temporal-related and temporal-independent information. Details are visualized in Figure 4 , which are consistent with the description in Section III-B.
D. ENCODER FOR MODELING LONG-RANGE TEMPORAL DEPENDENCIES
The proposed encoder differs from regular CNN or RNN in three respects: it uses (1) dilated causal convolutions, (2) gated activations and (3) residual connections, all of which will be described in subsequent sections.
1) CAUSAL CONVOLUTIONS
Causal convolutions was originally presented in WaveNet [29] , which is a deep generative model for generating raw audio waveforms. In a traditional 1-dimensional convolution layer, we slide a filter of weights across an input series, sequentially applying it to (usually overlapping) regions of the series. But when we are using the history of a time series to predict its future, we have to be careful. As we form layers that eventually connect input steps to outputs, we must make sure that the output does not depend on future samples. By using causal convolutions, the model cannot violate the ordering of data: the prediction emitted by the model at time step t cannot depend on any of the future time steps x t+1 , x t+2 , . . . , x T , which prevents the data leakage from the future into the past. A stack of causal convolutional layers is visualized in Figure 5 (b).
2) DILATED CONVOLUTIONS
Temporal modeling with non-recurrent networks normally relies on an input context window. Using dense input context windows not only limits the long-range memory capacity, VOLUME 8, 2020 but increases the amount of model parameters. To address this problem, a dilated convolution shown in Figure 5 (a) is adopted, where the convolution filter is applied over an area larger than its length by skipping certain input values. Figure 6 gives the conceptual illustration of dilated convolution. Dilated convolutions introduce another parameter called the dilation factor, which defines a spacing between values in a kernel. For instance, a 3*3 kernel with a dilation factor of 2 will have the same field of view as a 5*5 kernel, while only using 9 parameters. This delivers a wider field of view at the same computational cost. With this purpose, it is often applied in applications that care more about integrating knowledge of the wider context with less cost. Formally, the dilated convolution between signal and kernel is defined as follows:
where l is the dilation factor, s is the filter size. Specifically, when l = 1, a dilated convolution reduces to a standard convolution. By increasing the dilation factor multiplicatively at each layer (e.g. 1, 2, 4, 8), a stack of dilated convolutions enable networks to have very large receptive fields with just a few layers. By extension, when working with a daily time series, we could capture over a year's worth of history with only 9 dilated convolution layers of this form. In combination with the causal convolutions illustrated above, the structure of dilated causal convolutions is shown in Figure 5 (c). The dilated causal CNN can be regarded as a statistical model and the conditional distribution of the output sequence y = y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y T given the input sequence x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x T is factorized as the product of conditional probabilities as follows:
where N is the length of the receptive field. Such structures are designed to improve the memory capacity.
3) GATED ACTIVATION
We use the same gated activation unit as used in [30] to control the information flow through each layer by first applying the hyperbolic tangent nonlinearity to the output of dilated convolution and then attenuating it with sigmoid gates. Figure 7 gives an example of gated activation. Although the sigmoid function is often used as an activation function, its role here is not the activation function, but the gating function. Since the value range of the sigmoid function is between 0 and 1, we adopt it as an attenuation factor for the activation of dilated convolution. The benefit is that the information flow through each hidden layer can be controlled with finer granularity. The hyperbolic tangent function is a normal activation function here. These two functions are collectively referred to as gated activation. Hence, learnable convolution filter W are splitted into W f for filter and W g for gate. Final activation of layer k, h k , is obtained by:
where σ is the logistic sigmoid non-linearity while stands for element-wise dot product.
4) RESIDUAL CONNECTIONS
Residual connections [31] , which connect the output of one layer with the input of an earlier layer, are used throughout the encoder to speed up convergence and enable training of much deeper models. Usually, a deep learning model learns the mapping M from an input x to an output y:
Instead of learning a direct mapping, the residual function uses the difference between a mapping applied to x and the original input x:
It is easier to optimize the residual function F(x) compared to the original mapping M (x). The original function thus becomes:
where σ denotes the activation function. As can be seen from Figure 3 , residual connections are added after each gated dilated causal convolution from the input to the convolution to the output. This is repeated for the other layers, until we obtain the output from the last layer.
E. DECODER FOR MULTI-STEP TRAFFIC FORECASTING
To predict the network traffic of multiple future time steps, the decoder with LSTM can be used to decode the fused vector representation into a variable-length target sequence, which utilizes forget gate, update gate and output gate to control the passing of information at each time step. The decoder generates next state by the following steps:
t o and a t denote the forget gate, update gate, candidate for cell state, cell state, output gate and hidden state at time step t, respectively. σ is the sigmoid function, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function, • deneotes the element-wise multiplication.
In Equation (9), W f are weights that govern the forget gate's behavior. We concatenate [a t−1 , x t ] and multiply by W f , which results in a vector t f with values between 0 and 1. Shuffle the training data; 3: for each batch of X N T in training data do 4: Encoder with input data → vector representation V r ; 5: Different features are fused into one dense vector
where ⊕ denotes the concatenation of two vectors; 6: for t = 0 to T do 7: Decoder LSTM units → outputŶ N T in Equation (9)-(14); 8: end for 9: Optimize by minimizing Equation (15); 10: end for 11: end for
The forget gate vector will be multiplied element-wise by the previous cell state c t−1 .
In Equation (10), similar to the forget gate, here the update gate t f is again a vector of values between 0 and 1, which will be multiplied element-wise withc t , in order to compute c t , according to Equation (11) and (12) .
To decide which outputs to use, Equation (13) and (14) are introduced, where in Equation (13) a sigmoid function is used to decide what to output and in Equation (14) the output gate is multiplied by the tanh of the previous state.
F. THE TRAINING PROCEDURE
We present the training procedure of the proposed GDCC-ED. The pseudo-code of GDCC-ED is presented in Algorithm 1. The model is trained end to end. Adam optimization algorithm [32] is utilized to minimize the loss function of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the predicted sequenceŶ N T = (ŷ T +1 , . . . ,ŷ T +t , . . . ,ŷ T +T ) ∈ R N ×T and the ground truth sequence Y N T = (y T +1 , . . . , y T +t , . . . , y T +T ) ∈ R N ×T .
where denotes the set of model parameters to be learned in the training procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section describes the evaluation process and discusses the experimental results. VOLUME 8, 2020 
A. EXPERIMENTS SETUP 1) EVALUATION METRIC
In this paper, the proposed model was evaluated using the symmetric mean absolute percentage (SMAPE) error as stated by Makridakis [33] . It is defined as follows:
where n is the number of observations, y t is the actual value andŷ t is the forecasting value. One limitation to SMAPE is that if the actual value and forecasting value are both zero, the formula returns error. Hence in practice, we define that if |y t | + |ŷ t | = 0, then SMAPE = 0. Because our data contains lots of extreme values, i.e. outliers, SMAPE does not return large error for them by taking percentage, thus it is appropriate to use SMAPE for testing the final results.
2) WALK-FORWARD VALIDATION
The fast and powerful methods that we rely on in machine learning, such as using train-test splits and k-fold cross validation, do not work in the case of time series data. This is because they ignore the temporal components inherent in the problem. Figure 8 illustrates two ways to split time series into training and validation set: walk-forward validation and traintest split, respectively. Train-test split is a mainstream split approach for machine learning. As shown in Figure 8 (b) , dataset is split into independent parts, one part used strictly for training and another part used strictly for validation. Under this setting, model performance on validation dataset is strongly correlated to performance on training dataset, and almost uncorrelated to the actual model performance in the future.
As shown in Figure 8 (a), we train on full dataset and validate on full dataset, using different timeframes. Timeframe for validation is shifted forward by one prediction interval relative to timeframe for training. Walk-forward validation is preferable, because it directly relates to the forecasting goal: predict future values using historical values. In this paper, walk-forward validation is used.
3) HYPER-PARAMETER SETTINGS
The hyper-parameter settings of GDCC-ED in the experiment are shown in Table 1 . Our model was trained for 48 epochs via the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 0.001, weight decay of 0.04 and batch size of 64.
B. FEATURE ANALYSIS
In this work, we find that if only raw historical data is used, the model is difficult to converge. Even if it barely converges, the performance is far from satisfactory. Consequently, two types of features from different perspectives for network traffic series, including temporal-independent and temporalrelated features, are considered. The features include yearto-year and quarter-to-quarter autocorrelation (AC), page popularity (PP), categorical auxiliary variables (CAV), lagged data points (LDP) and various time scale traffic (VTS). The model performance with and without each feature is analyzed in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , all features have a positive impact on the model performance, which means that the features we choose are reasonable. The most obvious performance improvement is brought by the LDP feature. The LDP feature, while simple, greatly reduces the forecasting error. The effects of AC, PP and CAV are almost the same. The performance improvement brought by VTS is the least, which may be caused by the inconspicuous difference in characteristics on different time scales.
C. BASELINE MODELS
In order to compare the performance of different algorithms, several baseline models were evaluated.
• SVR: SVR is a well-known machine learning method.
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is used for training, in which the kernel coefficient is set to 0.1.
• FNN: Feed-forward neural network (FNN) is a classic deep learning architecture. The information is constantly fed forward from one layer to the next. There is no connection among neurons in the same layer. In the experiments, the model is made up of 7 hidden layers, trained • GRU: Similarly to the LSTM unit, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) has gating units that modulate the flow of information inside the unit, however, without having separate memory cells. The configuration is same as LSTM.
D. COMPARING PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT MODELS
To investigate the performance of different models, their SMAPE are compared from the following two perspectives.
1) LONG-RANGE MEMORY CAPACITY
The SMAPE values for all forecasting lookaheads are shown in Table 3 , from which we can see, at all time horizons, the proposed model is superior to others. As the length of the historical sequence increases, the prediction error of our proposed model decreases firstly and then increases, reaching a minimum when the length of the observed sequence is 280 and 420, respectively. In contrast, the prediction errors of other methods are gradually increasing, which means that even if longer observation history data is provided, these methods cannot benefit from it. The underlying reason is that due to the increase of time span, the user behavior patterns may change implicitly, and it is difficult for the model to capture accurate characteristics. There is another finding that when the historical sequence data reaches a certain length, it is no longer effective to continue to increase the length. When the prediction error at one length resembles that at another length, we tend to use shorter historical sequence data because shorter sequences mean less computational burden.
2) CAPACITY FOR MULTI-STEP FORECASTING
To investigate the capacity for multi-step forecasting of different models, their SMAPE of next 1, 10, 30, 60 steps are presented in Table 4 .
The proposed model achieves the best performance for all prediction horizons, especially for long-term prediction. It can be seen from Table 4 that in the case of single-step prediction, the performance of LSTM and our model is comparable, however, as the number of prediction steps increases, the performance of LSTM decreases significantly, and the advantage of our model is obvious. This implies the effectiveness of our proposed model with the gated dilated causal convolution mechanisms. The proposed method blends the model with historical statistics that essentially summarize prior knowledge of long-term trends, and thus enables accurate forecasting for extended periods of time. In Table 4 , in terms of the 60-step prediction, except for our model, the best performing model is LSTM. The prediction errors of the two are 38.86 and 43.96, respectively. Thus, compared with the other models, our model records the improvement of 11.6% on SMAPE.
E. MODEL OPTIMIZATION VERIFICATION
We here verify two model optimization methods mentioned in Section III-B: (1) Entity embedding for categorical auxiliary variables. (2) The use of lagged data points. Table 5 lists the entity embedding in comparison with onehot encoding, which shows that entity embedding is a better approach. A categorical set of inputs is a type of data where we have different categories (or types) that are unrelated amongst each other. In a naive numerical method, these types would typically be represented as one-hot encoded vectors. However, it fails to reveal the intrinstic properties of the categorical variables. Entity embedding not only reduces memory usage and speeds up neural networks compared with one-hot encoding, but more importantly by mapping similar values close to each other in the embedding space [21] .
1) ENTITY EMBEDDING FOR CATEGORICAL VARIABLES

2) THE USE OF LAGGED DATA POINTS
We tried to completely remove the attention mechanism and used the important data points a year ago, half a year ago, and a quarter before as additional features instead. The results are shown in Table 6 . The forecasting performance using lagged data points is slightly better than the model with attention mechanism. Another important advantage of lagging data points is that models can use shorter encodings without worrying about losing important past information, as this information is now explicitly included in the feature. In addition, shorter encoding is equivalent to faster training and less information loss. Table 7 shows the forecasting performance before and after using Sequence Data Augmentation (SDA). With SDA, the training process uses random fixed length samples from the original time series, which randomly selects the starting point of each time series for each step, producing an endless non-repeating stream of data. As can be seen from Table 7 , model assisted by SDA is better than that without SDA. The reason is that, by this means, variations of the training set series are likely to be seen by the model. Hence, the model is able to benefit from the augmentation operation.
F. IMPACT OF SEQUENCE DATA AUGMENTATION
G. DISCUSSION
Model has inevitably high variance due to very noisy input data. Same model trained on different seeds can have different performance, sometimes model even diverges on "unfortunate" seeds. In order to reduce the model variance, we have adopted two methods:
• Firstly, we can estimate a region from the training process in which the model is fully trained and has not begun to fit. Multiple checkpoints are saved in this area.
• Secondly, we train multiple models on different seeds and save checkpoints for each model. Using the average of all checkpoints as the final prediction can significantly reduce the model variance.
V. CONCLUSION
The accurate estimation of future network traffic is a key enabler for early warning of network degradation and automated orchestration of network resources. To address the limited memory capacity problems, in this paper, we propose a gated dilated causal convolution based encoderdecoder (GDCC-ED) model for network traffic forecasting.
In the encoder, the GDCC-ED learns a vector representation from historical network traffic series, in which gated dilated causal convolutions are adopted to expand the longrange memory capacity. Moreover, different types of features in various perspectives, including temporal-independent and temporal-related features, are incorporated. In the decoder, the GDCC-ED exploits an RNN with LSTM units to map the vector representation back to a variable-length target sequence. Besides, a sequence data augmentation technique is designed to solve the problem of data scarcity. Experimental results demonstrate that, in terms of the 60-step prediction, our model achieves superior performance than state-of-theart algorithms by 11.6%.
